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Introduction

This paper challenges five assumptions: (1) that US interest in analysis began with Freud’s Clark Lectures; (2) that Americans prior to the early 1930s had a practical, naively optimistic, non-theoretical interest in psychoanalysis; (3) that serious psychoanalytic work with severe mental illness began only after World War II; (4) that such work used classical analytic techniques; and, finally, (5) that psychoanalytically-oriented work with the severely ill has been deemed outmoded or even dangerous and has ceased in the United States.

Freud aptly called us the ‘practical Americans’. Home of William James’s pragmatism and C.S. Peirce’s pragmaticism, American psychiatry has long attempted a can-do attitude towards treating mental illness, as promulgated by James’s and Peirce’s contemporary, Swiss-born and -educated, Adolf Meyer. ‘Starting in 1906, Meyer urged members of his staff to acquire a knowledge of psychoanalytic theory and practice’ (Leys 1981). In a 1908 unpublished report, Meyer said, ‘In the large and prognostically gloomy field
of dementia praecox, as well as in number [sic] of other functional types, we feel that it is our duty to attempt a psychoanalysis in every accessible case. This, of course, takes much time and painstaking work' (M. Engel 1990, p. 171). The following year, he wrote, citing John Gray, Superintendent at the Utica State Hospital. Gray had written in 1871 that the mind cannot become diseased; only the brain can, a notion rather pervasively held (Meyer 1909, p. 325). This led to dead-end diagnosis and warehousing. Even by the time of the Clark Lectures in 1909, waves of immigration had doubled state hospital populations, and professionals felt increasingly overwhelmed. Psychological approaches offered a new possibility of cure.

When Freud arrived at Clark University, in September 1909, he, Jung, Meyer and the other 25 speakers each received honorary degrees. We tend to forget this third analyst honored at Clark who was among the eight founders of the American Psychoanalytic Association in May 1911 in Baltimore. Meyer was the key figure to lay the groundwork for the enthusiastic reception of Frieda Fromm-Reichmann decades later when she arrived in the US in 1935. Meyer had taught nationally the importance of charting patients' life stories. He effectively advocated having the schizophrenias presented in the American Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical Manual as schizophrenic reactions, that is, secondary to inner conflict rather than to neurologic deficit.

Having emigrated from Switzerland in 1892 at the age of 26, Meyer traveled home frequently, maintaining his ties with the Burgholzli, where he trained. His teacher, August Forel, would later successfully treat Meyer's mother's depression there. Meyer, at first in Illinois, worked closely with John Dewey and George Herbert Mead in the social applications of pragmatism. They formed the Chicago School of the Social Sciences, which would later inspire Harry Stack Sullivan. At the time of the Clark Lectures, Meyer was the Director of the Pathological Institute of the State Hospitals, located in New York City, and headed the editorial board of the Bulletin of the New York State Hospitals. His lecture at Clark University was entitled 'The dynamic interpretation of dementia praecox'.

He would later become the first head of the department of psychiatry at the Johns Hopkins Hospital's Henry Phipps Clinic, which opened in April 1913, with Ernest Jones among the speakers Meyer invited. There, Meyer in

2. For a long time it was New York State's only mental hospital, at first called The New York State Lunatic Asylum.

3. 'We owe to our European guests, Professor Freud and Dr Jung, the demonstration that what is at work in the centre of the stage is a complex or group of complexes consisting of insufficiently balanced experiences in various ways modified by symbolism. Their ingenious interpretations have made possible a remarkable clearing up of many otherwise perplexing products of morbid fancy, in ways the discussion of which, no doubt, I had better leave to their lectures.' (Meyer 1910, p. 389)

4. In 1917, Coriat reported on the successful treatment of five schizophrenic patients. This contrasts sharply with his 1914 book, Abnormal Psychology, where he says dementia praecox cannot be treated by psychoanalytic methods. 'By means of [the association method] we are able to prove that many insane ideas, delusions, hallucinations, and dreams take their origin in previous experiences, which were preserved in the unconscious as dormant complexes or memories. Investigations along these lines by certain German investigators (Jung, Freud, Bleuler, and the Zurich school) have thrown an intense amount of light upon hysteria and upon the psychogenesis of dementia praecox' (Coriat 1914, p. 91). 'But why one form of mental dissociation should cause a curable hysteria and the other an incurable dementia praecox cannot be definitely answered at present' (Coriat 1914, p. 94).

5. 'A caricature, a monstrosity is not, it is true, simply a magnified image of the normal, and cannot be taken as giving more than a hint of what will there be found. But then, it is not to be forgotten that the true 'normal' exists only in name.' (Hale 1971b, p. 121, from Putnam, review of The Dissociation of a Personality, J. Abnormal Psychology, 1 (October 1906), p. 238. Both the book and the journal editor, Morton Prince.)

6. '...patients in their delusions merely use mechanisms which are already well known to us, and . . . it is not so much the creation of these imaginative products, which separates them from their sane fellow men, but rather the setting of life and conduct in which these products occur. The same mechanisms are seen, wherever play is given to the imagination, whether in artistic creation or in dreams or in psychopathology.' (Campbell 1909, p. 17)

7. 'The difference between the so-called insane person or the criminal on the one hand and the so-called sane or normal person on the other is only a difference in quantity, a difference in the strength or weakness and the balanced relations of the various tendencies and stimuli with which he has to deal.' (White 1933, p. 31)
century. Their egalitarianism grew naturally from the Declaration of Independence: ‘All men are created equal .’ . Freud had little interest in working with psychotic patients and was not fond of the United States. But he was astounded to find so many American clinicians and teachers coming to hear him and Jung speak at Clark University. Sandor Ferenczi, who accompanied them, would have his own profound influence later, through his writings and his visit to the US in 1926. He promoted an active analytic stance, a necessity in work with psychotic patients (Silver 1993).

The Americans listened attentively to Freud’s lectures, which he delivered in German. Freud was kept going financially during the enormously difficult years of World War I and afterwards by the many Americans who came to Vienna for their personal analyses, most of whom worked with psychotic as well as neurotic patients. The Clark University conference organizer, Granville Stanley Hall, PhD is usually credited with launching American interest in psychoanalysis by organizing the Clark Lectures, but this is not quite so. The ball was already rolling. An interesting historical footnote: coincidental with the Clark Lectures, and also by invitation, Bertha Pappenheim, Anna O., was on her own lecture tour in Canada, Chicago and New York.

As I reviewed the earliest volumes of the Bulletin of the New York State Hospitals, which began in 1908, I found its lead article written by Adolf Meyer. He had, prior to this, written and spoken on the topic of psychogenic disorders. As I read further in the minutes of the reports from the meetings at the district societies, usually very far from the hospitals themselves, and to speak not in generalities on theories of illness, but to stay with the individual life stories and the healing power of arriving with the patients at a shared understanding of their histories. He does not mention psychoanalysis specifically.

Henry's opening sentence remains current: ‘There prevails a widely spread idea that it is no easy matter to interest physicians and medical students in mental disease. In the first place medical training is usually directly opposed in its whole tendency to a consideration of mental conditions. In the little instruction the student gets, he is apt to be made to understand that it is unscientific to think of mental disorders in any other terms than disorders of the brain itself, or cerebral disorders induced by disease of various internal organs’ (Meyer 1908, p. 5). ‘. . . the attitude of fatalistic indifference of a large majority of physicians is euphemistically and systematically justified with . . . dogmatic excuses for inactivity if not for ignorance’ (Meyer 1908, p. 6). ‘. . . we must show that some of the difficulties are not insurmountable . . .’ (Meyer 1908, p. 7, italics his). To be helpful to the practitioner we must have a good history with special attention to the early developments, and to the possibilities of early management . . . psychiatry consists in what we have learned to do with the patient . . .’ (Meyer 1908, p. 8, italics his). He urged hospital staffs to invite the referring clinician to the admissions conferences of their patients, or to hold various state hospitals, I was astounded by the wealth of specific case material, with detailed case presentations and vignettes, and even partial transcripts of patient interviews. This far exceeded the clinical material presented at the recent meeting of the International Society for the Psychological treatments of Schizophrenia and other psychoses (ISPS) in Stavanger, Norway, or at the American Psychiatric Association’s recent meeting in Chicago.

The lead article in the second volume of the Bulletin of the New York State Hospitals, published in May 1909, is by Meyer’s assistant, C. Macfie Campbell, who served as an associate in clinical psychiatry, at the Psychiatric Institute, on Ward’s Island, New York, and is entitled ‘Psychological mechanisms with special regard to wish fulfillments’. Campbell was also an associate in clinical psychiatry at Ward’s Island, in New York City, and had read an earlier version of the paper there, in November 1908, almost a full year before the Clark Lectures (Campbell 1909, p. 700). This is the first explicit grateful reference to Freud in this Bulletin. Campbell begins with two vignettes in which the patients’ delusions are clearly wish fulfillments. Campbell, after a section connecting fairy tales and wish fulfillments, states, ‘The various steps in the development of the psychosis are not as unintelligible as was usually assumed, but may frequently be seen to proceed in a more or less intelligible sequence from actual difficulties in the patient’s internal life. It is often extremely difficult to reconstruct this situation from the facts supplied to us by relatives and elicited on a formal examination of the patient’ (Campbell 1909, p. 21). He refers to Jung’s case write-ups, emphasizing our need to ‘appreciate . . . the profound significance of the content of the symptoms’ (Campbell 1909, p. 21). ‘. . . we are no longer satisfied with a priori statement [sic] that such reactions are meaningless, are due to the mere disordered activity of the nervous structures, and therefore not susceptible of psychological analysis. It is this paralyzing assumption that is apt to make us content with formal clinical differentiations, and leads us to look to the various pathological laboratories for further light on the conditions leading to these disorders. Thanks to the teaching of Meyer we now approach our cases freed from the incubus of this assumption, willing to accept the facts in their entirety’ (Campbell 1909, p. 22). Astoundingly, he then says, ‘It is a most pernicious error to assume that, because a physician assigns weight to psychological factors in the development of a psychosis, he
therefore rejects observations of disordered metabolism or of histopatho-
logical changes. The error rests on a false abstraction of the psychological
from the non-psychological; if one has once dissociated them, he can never
bring them together again except by most artificial methods. The dissocia-
tion should never have taken place' (Campbell 1909, p. 22). 'The presen-
tation of a series of fully analyzed cases of dementia praecox would be a most
desirable contribution to the literature ... I apologize for the rather grandil-
quent title of this paper; it might better have been entitled "A plea for a
more thorough analysis of cases of dementia praecox and allied conditions"'
(Campbell 1909, p. 23).

This 1909 paper is so prescient, has such a current voice, that I will include
it in my reading lists to the residents I teach. Meyer, in the open discussion
of this paper, said, 'We do know that every one of us has poor methods of
thinking in one quarter or another; poor methods of adjustment in one
way or another, but we do not like to admit it; but that is just what consti-
tutes the "mental disease" of some of our patients' (Campbell 1909, p. 24).
That is, as Sullivan would often say, we are all more simply human than
otherwise.

In a 1909 issue of the Bulletin, M.J. Karpas, of the Manhattan State
Hospital, presented a 'Partial analysis of a case of dementia praecox', the
interesting account of a young unhappily married childless woman suddenly
psychotic with relevant delusions. She had been sexually abused in childhood
by a priest, but repressed this until the onset of her breakdown, when she had
fallen in love with a young Jewish man. Karpas concludes, 'What does the
record of this case teach us? First, the importance of psychogenic factors in
functional psychoses. Second, that psychotic and neurotic symptoms are
governed by complexes which originate from definite undercurrents of
patients' mental lives. Third, the profound teachings and methods of Freud,
Jung and Bleuler should receive our serious attention for we are indebted to
them for the true progress of psychopathology' (Karpas 1909, p. 27).

12. Dr William L. Russell, Medical Inspector of the State Commission, after saying he
initially had been skeptical, now was enthusiastic, and recommended that people follow
up on the work at Bloomingdale by Dr Hoch. 'Practical therapeutic results have been
obtained there' (Campbell 1909, p. 25). Dr George H. Kirby, Director of Clinical Psy-
chiatry at the Manhattan State Hospital, also endorsed this contribution 'from the point
of view of dynamic psychology'. 'It is a safe and practical plan of work because we are
getting at the real difficulties and conflicts which the patient has had to meet and over
which he has apparently gone to pieces. To understand the mechanism by which these
painful experiences become moving forces in the individual's life and give form and color
to the psychosis is a most welcome addition to our knowledge. We cannot deny that
psychogenetic factors play an important role in the etiology of mental disorders and as
such they deserve our closest attention. The psychoanalysis of a case requires a good deal
of time; but one case thoroughly worked out and understood will do much to broaden
one's horizon and stimulate interest in the study of symptoms which otherwise would
remain as unintelligible and disjointed reactions' (Campbell 1909, pp. 25-26).

13. By August 1910, Henry P. Frost, First Assistant Physician at the Buffalo State
Hospital, would begin his article on 'Hysterical psychoses'. 'My object in this paper is not
to add another to the long list of discussions on the nature and relationships of hysteria
nor to present, except incidentally, any further exposition of the views most widely
accepted at the present time, namely, those of Janet and Freud. Recent psychiatric litera-
ture is full of valuable papers along this line which are no doubt familiar to all present'
(Frost 1910, p. 207). He presents capsule reports on work with 10 of the 25 patients so
diagnosed in the preceding six years, that is, since 1904. '... to discuss profitably several
questions: (1) whether the cases we meet in our hospital service conform to the descrip-
tion of the "mental accidents" of hysteria as given by Janet; (2) whether these psychoses
and the conditions underlying them are explainable on Freud's theory of conversion; (3)
whether, and to what extent, a psychoanalysis by the method of Freud is helpful in the
treatment' (Frost 1910, p. 208).
American psychiatry. He wrote prolifically and eloquently about psychoanalysis, reaching a wide audience, both medical and general. His students nicknamed him ‘Windy Jelliffe’ (Burnham 1983, p. 45). At age 30, having become interested in neurology, Jelliffe worked in the summer of 1897 at the Binghamton State Hospital, where he met his lifelong friend, William Alanson White. Both had grown up in Brooklyn; both were writers. Jelliffe decided to specialize in psychoanalysis after regularly walking home from work through Central Park with A.A. Brill in 1910.

The initial psychoanalytic fervor in the United States owes much to Jelliffe for his full and lucid reports on European analysts’ works, described with infectious enthusiasm. Karl Menninger credits Jelliffe with igniting his analytic interest (Burnham 1983, p. 157). Jelliffe was a synthesizer, striving to keep areas of specialization united or bridged: first, botany with zoology, then neurology with psychiatry, psychiatry with psychoanalysis, and, finally, internal medicine with psychoanalysis. He coined the term ‘psychosomatic’. His own genealogy and the impact of emigration fascinated him. He influenced Eugene O’Neill’s (1956) creation of *Long Day’s Journey Into Night*. His bibliography stretches to 17 pages of text. During some years, he wrote 16 articles. He corresponded prolifically, and catalogued these letters in systematized notebooks now available at The Library of Congress.

Quoting John Burnham, ‘Unlike most analytic therapists, Jelliffe took substantial interest in the use of psychoanalysis in cases of psychosis. Although his statements were very cautious, and he held out little or no hope that psychoanalysis would benefit the patient, he did believe that psychoanalysis might help the physician to understand the case . . . [He wrote,] “I have sat by a mute katatonic [sic] for an hour, attempting a variety of openings with all the zest which in my younger days had been given to a game of chess” ’ (Burnham 1983, p. 76 – ref. 79, ch. 2). ‘Jelliffe also apparently started \*chess*’ (Burnham 1983, p. 76 – ref. 79, ch. 2). ‘Jelliffe was born in October 1866 in New York City. His father, a schoolteacher and principal, established the first systematic kindergarten instruction in Brooklyn. His mother, too, was a teacher. Jelliffe’s enthusiasm about teaching and his generosity in sharing his intellectual interests were family features extending over generations. His first wife died in 1916 of a ruptured cerebral aneurysm. In 1925 his younger son, a medical student at Yale and champion swimmer, died in his room of a gunshot wound.’ (Burnham 1983, p. 38).

14. ‘This summer I am spending my vacation at an Asylum [sic], more euphoniously termed a “State Hospital”, with 1300 patients of all conceivable types. I am thoroughly enjoying it, going on as a member of the staff, temporarily, and getting what I can out of it ...’ (Burnham 1983, p. 38). Jelliffe’s first wife died in 1916 of a ruptured cerebral aneurysm. In 1925 his younger son, a medical student at Yale and champion swimmer, died in his room of a gunshot wound.

15. Jelliffe was born in October 1866 in New York City. His father, a schoolteacher and principal, established the first systematic kindergarten instruction in Brooklyn. His mother, too, was a teacher. Jelliffe’s enthusiasm about teaching and his generosity in sharing his intellectual interests were family features extending over generations. His first career interest was botany; he published an extensive article on the flora of Prospect Park in Brooklyn, NY, and then taught a lively course on the medicinal uses of plants.

After graduating from Columbia University’s College of Physicians and Surgeons in 1890, he became an editor and book reviewer for the *Medical Record*, then married Helena Leeming, also a scientist and author, who anonymously shared editorial burdens with him. Later, Jelliffe became editor of a weekly, *Medical News*. In 1896, he began contributing to the *Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease*, and became its editor in 1901, continuing until 1944, a year before he died. For details of Jelliffe and O’Neill, see Silver 2001.

an analysis with Paul Federn, the Viennese analyst [also interested in psychiatry], who was visiting New York in 1914, but it was cut short by the outbreak of World War I’ (Burnham 1983, p. 74 – ref. 72, ch. 2). Jelliffe met often with Freud and with Jung, and tried to keep a positive regard towards both of them even after Freud and Jung split. This cost Jelliffe his credibility with the New York Psychoanalytic Society, a group he founded, but which for a while excluded him as it became stricter, more orthodox and hostile towards lay analysis, which Jelliffe supported. On these frequent trips, he would get new papers by the various founders of psychoanalysis. He and his wife translated these on the trip home, and published them, along with book reviews and summaries of European analytic meetings, in the *Review*.

William Alanson White (1870–1937) graduated from Cornell University and then worked at the Binghamton State Hospital where he met his lifelong friend and collaborator, Smith Ely Jelliffe, who had begun work at Binghamton in 1896. ‘It was Jelliffe who, early in their relationship, introduced White to the importance of psychoanalysis, although Jelliffe was skeptical from the first about the importance of sex in Freudian theory. The first edition of White’s *Outline of Psychiatry* appeared in 1907, at 232 pages. Gradually enlarging and becoming the standard text for psychiatry in its day, it would go through 14 editions, reaching 494 pages. In March 1909, six months before the Clark Lectures, when Jelliffe was in Austria, he wrote to White: ‘The whole Freud business is done to death. The lamp-posts of Vienna will cast forth sexual rays pretty soon ... I suspect William Tell’s apple must have been a pair of testicles’ (Perry 1982, p. 186, quoting Nolan

16. William A. White to W.A. Robison, 6 March 1917. ’I have your letter of the 24th ult. In re the use of Freudian psychology in this hospital. In response to your request for information I may inform you that for some considerable time past we have been attempting to deal with mental diseases from the psychological viewpoint. If you are acquainted with the history of the care of the so-called insane in this country you will know the remarkable fact that it is only in the past few years that mental diseases have been treated as mental diseases. They have more usually been treated as evidences of physical disorder. We have been approaching the subject from a mental point of view for a long time, and in recent years have gone at it from a psychotherapeutic standpoint. We have followed Professor Freud’s work and are using his psychoanalytic methods, without, however, dogmatizing about it or alloying ourselves with any special cult.

‘Our results it is naturally pretty difficult to formulate. A number of cases of very severe types of psychosis have gotten well and gone back to a constructive and productive life, and it would seem that their getting well has been because they were helped along those ways. The critic, of course, would say they would have gotten well anyway, and it is pretty hard to reply to such a statement. What would have happened is always difficult to tell. Aside from the effect on the particular patient, however, the effect upon the general attitude of the hospital towards the patient is exceedingly helpful. Mental diseases have ceased to be stupid affairs to be called by a certain name and then forgotten. They are getting to be filled with interest, and the medical officers themselves profit by the work. I am sure, in very great degree. This profit, of course, also is reflected all along the line and raises the standard of understanding and appreciation of the mental reactions to a higher notch.’ (Grob 1985, p. 107)

Another key player was Edward Kempf, the first psychoanalyst on the staff of St Elizabeths, arriving there in 1911 from Johns Hopkins by way of Indiana and Illinois. He believed himself to be the first analyst in the world to apply analysis to the treatment of psychosis. His book, Psychopathology, published in 1920, was the first American analytic text with application to psychosis. 'The permanent reintegration of schizophrenics into healthy-minded and socially understanding egoistic attitudes with practical working efficiency proved that I was able to do what Freud, Brill, and other orthodox psychoanalysts dogmatically held, from their failures, could not be done' (Kempf & Burnham 1974, p. 8). Kempf visited Freud for two days in August, 1911. Edward Kempf had been one of the first psychiatrists in this country to use Freud's dynamic psychiatry in the care of psychotic patients (Perry 1982, p. 181). In an autobiographical fragment posthumously published in his Selected Papers, Kempf said, 'My studies in psychology in Indiana University under Professor Ernest K. Lindley, who was a friend of G. Stanley Hall, William James, and Adolf Meyer, decided me to study the medical sciences ...' (Kempf & Burnham 1974, p. 6). He read Adolf Meyer on Kraepelin, Ziehen and Wundt, and later discovered Freud's Studies on Hysteria and White's Mental Mechanisms. He worked at the Cleveland State Hospital and then the Indianapolis State Hospital. In 1912–1913 I applied successfully for the first time in the history of psychiatry the methods used by Freud in analyzing the symptoms of hysteria, to analyzing the symptoms of selected cases of dementia praecox, later called schizophrenia. I was fired from the Indianapolis State Hospital by the elected superintendent, Dr Charles F. Edenharter, a dumb physician but astute politician, for trying to introduce against his approval a medical psychological system of treating the psychoses. Professor Lindley said, upon my reporting my analyses of some cases to him, that my discoveries of the socially sensitized emotional causes of psychoses and neuroses were 'as big as the Alps'. He asked me to report them to his friend Professor Adolf Meyer at Johns Hopkins Medical School. As a result I was invited in 1913 to become a member of the medical staff of Phipps Psychiatric Clinic. Here I met, besides Meyer, Macfie Campbell, later Professor of Psychiatry at Harvard Medical School ... I continued here to apply my active method of intimately analyzing by sympathetic questioning the specific experiences which had caused the distressing idea-emotion complexes and impractical social attitudes of schizophrenic patients. Meyer, Campbell and Henderson were unalterably opposed to my insistence that each specific symptom was evidence of a special psychopathological function in the patient that had been caused by special oppressive condemnations by special persons. In other words the patient had been criticised [sic], shamed, and ridiculed into repressing from consciousness, so as to forget, what had been condemned in himself as shameful, unclean, sinful, and guilty, by someone in his family or other impressive person. My conflict in Phipps with my superiors grew stronger as my reports of successful analyses attracted younger members of the staff to lose interest in neurologizing and give more time to the intimate psychological analyses of their own cases. Since married resident physicians were barred and since he wanted to marry another Hopkins doctor, Dorothy Clarke, he left Hopkins. The two combined work and love. Their marriage lasted 57 years, ended by his death. Kempf says, 'I decided to accept Dr. W.A. White's offer of the position of Clinical Psychiatrist at Saint Elizabeth's [sic] Hospital in Washington. In Saint Elizabeths I had complete freedom to think out any problems in psychopathology and psychotherapy and select any male and female cases out of 3,000 for analysis.' (Kempf & Burnham 1974, pp. 6–7)

17. 'In 1911, Edward Kempf had been one of the first psychiatrists in this country to use Freud's dynamic psychiatry in the care of psychotic patients' (Perry 1982, p. 181).

18. Nethercot's impressive detective work additionally revealed that when O'Neill said to Malcolm Cowley, in November, 1922, 'There are enough case histories in this book to furnish plots to all the playwrights who ever lived,' he was referring to Edward Kempf's Psychopathology. Kempf wrote this textbook while a staff psychiatrist working under William Alanson White at St Elizabeths Hospital in Washington, DC (Engel 1990). I wonder whether Jelliffe gave O'Neill this book. Kempf had previously trained at the Phipps Clinic of the Johns Hopkins Hospital under Adolf Meyer, its first departmental chairman. Kempf states in the preface that the case material was drawn from experiences with patients in both institutions. This volume represents the first American effort to apply psychoanalytic discoveries systematically to the treatment of the psychoses (Gach 1980, p. 145; Engel 1990).

I especially liked Kempf's case presentation and accompanying photograph of a tightly smiling, simpering young woman wearing a floor-length white dress, with wisps of brown hair springing out of place. The caption reads: 'Regression to infancy, thereby escaping the trials of an unhappy marriage and the responsibilities of raising her family.' O'Neill may have used this image to create the character, 'Mary' who manifests a rather unique retrogressive regression. For me, this documents the shaky structure we inhabit when we attempt to move from discussions of characters in a drama to formulations regarding the actual people whose lives are depicted.
In 1920 he accepted the post of superintendent of Sheppard and Enoch Pratt. It was in the fall of 1921 that he spoke to me of his desire to have an analyst on his staff. This led to Dr Chapman and Dr Sullivan getting together and to Dr Sullivan’s joining the staff of Sheppard early in 1923. This began the practice and teaching of analysis at Sheppard which has continued to flourish, to help train analysts and to be fruitful in this region. The first case seminar of this region, familiarly called, ‘The Miracle Club’, was carried on there (Dooley 1943, p. 3). Actual teaching in Washington centered at Chestnut Lodge, which [had] been an active center of psychoanalysis for more than a decade’ (p. 11). (Fromm-Reichmann had arrived there in 1935, hired as summer help by the Lodge’s owner and medical director, Dexter Bullard, Sr. (Noble & Burnham 1989))

We generally acknowledge the pre-eminence of Harry Stack Sullivan, Frieda Fromm-Reichmann and Karl Menninger as the progenitors of our national efforts. Each of these giants now has a superb biography providing us with extremely readable accounts of their lives, with ample background on those individuals and schools influencing their thinking. Helen Swick Perry’s Psychiatrist of America: The Life of Harry Stack Sullivan was runner-up for the Pulitzer Prize in biography in 1982. Lawrence Friedman’s book, Menninger: The Family and the Clinic, gives a strong sense of the founding and evolution of a great institution. Gail Hornstein’s To Redeem One Person is to Redeem the World: The Life of Frieda Fromm-Reichmann is scheduled for release by The Free Press later this year. I have not received an advance copy, but did hear from Joanne Greenberg, author of I Never Promised You a Rose Garden and board member of the US chapter of ISPS. She wrote to me recently saying, ‘Wait until you read Gail Hornstein’s book!! It is just about everything we all wanted to say about what happened and what has been happening in psychiatry recently – it seems to me she got it all right. Like any really good biography, she does the milieu, but also the writing is good, and the conclusions she comes to are what we all would have wanted.

20. The second Washington Psychoanalytic Institute was founded in April 1924. Its fifth year anniversary was featured in the April 1930 issue of the Psychoanalytic Review (the first existed from 1914 to 1918) (Dooley 1943, p. 5). Here, she is quoting from the Psychoanalytic Review. The third, the Washington-Baltimore Psychoanalytic Association was founded on 31 May 1930. ‘Its preoccupations were with its affiliations with the American and the International Associations.’ Meanwhile the American Association was being reorganized as a federation of local societies, completed in 1932 (Dooley 1943, p. 8). ‘Until 1931 there had been no training institutes in America, though the Berlin, Vienna, Zurich, Budapest and London Institutes had been growing up during the previous fifteen years. New York Institute got under way in 1931, followed soon by Boston and Chicago.’ Washington began classes in January 1933 (p. 9). The Institute began in 1939, independently as an activity of the Washington-Baltimore Psychoanalytic Association until 1943, collaborating with the Washington School of Psychiatry, until that summer when the School enlarged its program without consultation with the Institute.

21. I now have commented upon Hornstein’s biography (Silver, in press).
Just as Freud ignited enthusiasm in psychoanalysis among hospital-based American psychiatrists already acquainted with his theories, Fromm-Reichmann, beginning in 1935, found a receptive audience to her message of treatability of psychosis through active psychoanalytic applications. She brought an eclectic orientation combining teachings of the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute, and of Sandor Ferenczi from Budapest and Georg Groddeck from Baden Baden (Silver 1993). Fromm-Reichmann, Ferenczi and Groddeck were a trio creating an inspirational analytic perspective of hopefulness and egalitarianism. Fromm-Reichmann was immediately taken with Sullivan’s orientation, so intrinsically aligned with hers. She had brought the European and he the American legacy of knowledge of the usefulness of active applications of psychoanalytic ideas for treating psychosis.

Sullivan’s great success with his unit at the Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital, where he chose and trained his aides, became his legacy. He, like Jelliffe, was a great synthesizer, organizing two pivotal colloquia, in 1928 and 1929, bringing together prominent social scientists with psychiatrists. This wide interdisciplinary collaboration would later form the basis of the Washington School of Psychiatry and its one-time New York branch, The William A. White Institute. Never on the Lodge staff, Sullivan held extensive seminars with the staff. The mutual support of Sullivan and Fromm-Reichmann led to Chestnut Lodge’s prominence and that of the Sullivanian interpersonal school of psychiatry. We can find Ferenczian resonances in Joanne Greenberg’s (1964) classic novel of her recovery from schizophrenia, I Never Promised You a Rose Garden. This perspective is now coming into resurgence in two-person, intersubjective analysis.

Fromm-Reichmann and the colleagues she trained at Chestnut Lodge, Otto Will, Harold Searles, Ping Nie Pao and others, made the Lodge the premier sanatorium for analytically oriented treatment. Fromm-Reichmann, Elsbeth Szalita-Pemow, Sandor Rado, Silvano Arieti and other European immigrants, who fled the Holocaust, stimulated much optimism and scholarly interest in psychodynamic treatment of people suffering from psychosis. Fromm-Reichmann’s classical work, Principles of Intensive Psychotherapy, published in 1950, was read by essentially all trainees in the mental health field, even into the early 1980s, and has been continually in print. The central thesis was the importance of personal honesty on the part of the therapist. The clearer he or she is about the moment-to-moment shifts in affect and associations to what is said or done in the hours, the more powerful the therapist becomes. Harold Searles’s interviews of patients, observed by psychiatric residents and hospital staff around the country, left a lasting impression and provoked a continuing challenge to their notions of therapeutic zeal. He challenged their misguided attempts to be simply good.

President Theodore Roosevelt to head the Government Hospital for the Insane in Washington, DC (St Elizabeths Hospital), said that patients ‘are very much alike as far as we are concerned, but you may find some who are different from us’ (in Perry 1982, p. 122 – she does not give the relevant reference, however). Ross McClure Chapman worked at Binghamton from 1908 to 1916, then went to St E’s and then headed the Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital in Towson, MD (Perry, p. 121). Perry adds, ‘the legend of White as a benevolent physician remains strong to this day in Chenango County; and most people feel that it is logical that Harry Stack Sullivan would name his foundation after White.’

25 Harry Stack Sullivan had, in the early 1930s recommended to his friend and almost fiancee Clara Thompson that she go to Budapest, to Sandor Ferenczi, for her psychoanalysis, since he was Sullivan’s favorite and actually the only one he had any use for, and then she should come back and analyze Sullivan. She worked with Ferenczi over the course of the next four years, and thus knew Frieda Fromm-Reichmann and Erich Fromm at least from their times at Groddeck’s sanatorium in Baden Baden. Sullivan had been impressed by Ferenczi’s work and, when Ferenczi was in New York, Sullivan attended his talks, and tried to persuade William A. White to fund a four-month stay in Washington for Ferenczi. White facilitated a much shorter visit, which included five talks on sexuality at the Washington Psychoanalytic Society.
kind and noble physicians, perceiving that such a false self would leave little with which the patient could identify.

American psychoanalytic metaphoric war intensified during World War II, as orthodoxy gained guild control, while the liberal wing captured the public’s attention. The American Psychoanalytic Association, now established as a federation, set standards which almost completely limited non-MDs from careers in psychoanalysis and placed formidable barriers in the career paths of those MDs not limiting their careers to orthodox private practice of psychoanalysis. But in the 1940s and 1950s, Karen Horney’s and Fromm’s books were repeatedly on The New York Times bestsellers list, as in the 1960s and 1970s was Joanne Greenberg’s I Never Promised You a Rose Garden. Probably dissident status supported group cohesiveness and stimulated erudition. Heated debate forged stronger theories.

Yale University, through Eugene Brody’s efforts, became a major source of younger Chestnut Lodge staff members. In the introduction to Psychotherapy with Schizophrenics, which he co-edited with Redlich, Brody wrote, ‘The impetus for publication of this volume came from the Conference on Psychotherapy with Schizophrenic Patients held in the Department of Psychiatry of the Yale University School of Medicine in New Haven on December 15, 1950. The idea for such a conference originated when Dr E.B. Brody traveled to a psychiatric center in a neighboring state to hear Dr Frieda Fromm-Reichmann speak on problems involved in the psychotherapy of schizophrenics. He was impressed by the number of physicians, especially psychiatric residents, who had come from many miles to hear the discussion, and felt that there existed a definite need for more intensive contact with current thinking in the field that would be supplied by a conference on the subject. Such a meeting would have the function not only of teaching, but of stimulating research’ (Brody & Redlich 1952, p. 7).

A list of the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute emigres to the United States includes many of the major targets attacked by the analytic orthodoxy: Karen Horney, Franz Alexander, Sandor Rado, Frieda Fromm-Reichmann and Erich Fromm. Karen Horney had been the only woman among the founders of the Berlin Psychoanalytic Institute. She lost her teaching privileges in the New York Psychoanalytic Society in 1942 in reaction to her ideas on culture and on female psychology. The ferment of alliances that followed led to the founding of many alternative analytic training programs and organizations such as the American Academy of Psychoanalysis. Clara

26. Authors have told me of submitting articles to the American Psychoanalytic Association’s journal and being told to resubmit, omitting particular references. Those applying for certification received letters of rejection, ‘While you may be very helpful to these admittedly disturbed patients, this is not psychoanalysis as we know it, and we are at a loss as to what to suggest to you’, even when the write-ups were of neurotic patients. And institutes with a history of interest in these non-classical areas received especially taxing reviews from the American’s site visitors.

Thompson, who trained under Adolf Meyer at Hopkins, and was later an analaysand of Sandor Ferenczi, and almost the fiancee of Harry Stack Sullivan, was the Washington Psychoanalytic Society’s first president. She went on to head the White Institute in New York. Meanwhile, the Jungians proceeded on their own, analytic work with psychotic patients being included but not predominating.

Today, the United States continues to endure the effects of the insurance industry’s creation of managed care firms which have set policies which are extremely constricting of hospital care. While this has affected all branches of medicine, psychiatry has been hardest hit, and its institutions the most devastated. The Sheppard and Enoch Pratt Hospital in Towson, MD, where Sullivan ran his famous pioneering ward in the 1920s, no longer has an independent residency training program. Patients stay usually just a few days, and those on the admissions unit are not assigned an individual psychotherapist. The Yale Psychiatric Institute has recently been sold to the Yale-New Haven Hospital which will bring in its own directors. Chestnut Lodge/CPC filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection on 11 October 2000 and closed in April 2001. Austen Riggs meanwhile seems to be continuing in its grand and stately tradition, but still just with open wards, screening admissions, not taking on acutely suicidal or violent patients.

In all our hospitals, complicated psychopharmacologic regimens are applied for all patients, psychotic or borderline. It is routine for the psychiatrist to address crises with a medication adjustment rather than to enquire of the therapist, if indeed there is one, about the recent events in the patient’s life, and the forces at play in the psychotherapy. The 1998 PORT study (The Schizophrenia Patient Outcomes Research Team Treatment Recommendations, headed by Anthony Lehman and Donald Steinwachs), which is quoted in the brochure on schizophrenia produced by the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill (NAMI), states:

Individual and group psychotherapies adhering to a psychodynamic model (defined as therapies that use interpretation of unconscious material and focus on transference and regression) should not be used in the treatment of persons with schizophrenia. Rationale. The scientific data on this issue are quite limited. However, there is no evidence in support of the superiority of psychoanalytic therapy to other forms of therapy, and there is a consensus that psychotherapy that promotes regression and psychotic transference can be harmful to persons with schizophrenia. This risk, combined with the high cost and lack of evidence of any benefit, argues strongly against the use of psychoanalytic therapy, even in combination with effective pharmacotherapy. (Review reference: Scott, J.E. & Dixon, L.B. ‘Psychological interventions for schizophrenia. Schizophrenia Bulletin 21(4): 621-630, 1995, p. 623, level of evidence: C, recommendation based primarily on expert opinion, with minimal research-based evidence, but significant clinical experience.) (Lehman & Steinwachs 1998)

This is quoted in the recent report of the Surgeon General, David Satcher MD, PhD. Those of us working analytically with those with psychosis continue
as dissidents, outside the accepted norms of our community. Even many of those in leadership at the International Society for the Psychological treatment of Schizophrenia and other psychoses (ISPS) now emphasize cognitive-behavioral approaches and say they consider psychoanalytic approaches 'dangerous'.

I have worked at Chestnut Lodge since 1976, in both the pre- and post-medication eras there. 27 I believe that those of my patients who improved in the earlier era made far stronger recoveries. Three of them entered into marriages that still continue. Now, working with medicated patients, I find we never really grapple with core issues.

With the 1955 discovery of chlorpromazine and the later phenothiazines, pharmacology became the new hope in treating schizophrenia. These medicines would fuel enthusiasm for deinstitutionalization, the emptying and closing of the vast warehouses of the chronically ill and psychodynamically ignored. Community psychiatry received national support beginning in the John F. Kennedy years. Psychodynamic hospitals such as Chestnut Lodge, Austen Riggs and Menninger continued long-term intensive treatments. But by the 1980s, insurance companies had formed managed care corporations aiming at cost curtailments. Of all the medical specialties, psychiatry formed its easiest target since we do not use technologically advanced equipment. The hospitals were far easier targets than were individual practitioners.

27. I received weekly supervision from clinicians who had worked with Fromm-Reichmann, and was in twice-weekly small group meetings with them and younger colleagues. My analyst was Harold Searles. I had the privilege of treating patients who were taken off their meds soon after admission, and who could be in cold wet sheet pack when overwhelmed with anxiety. During those years, I saw profound improvement in the quality of life of the majority of patients receiving intensive psychodynamic therapy, even if they still needed institutional care. Three of my 11 patients from those years gained the confidence to marry, and these marriages have survived. The majority chose and developed careers. Some suffered relapses. But now, I feel I never really meet my patients, who are maintained throughout on complex pharmacological regimens. Our work has an as-if quality. None in recent years has developed sufficient self-confidence to marry and, while some hold jobs, few commit to a career path. I love to quote Joanne Greenberg's account of her life: "I was on Main IV, having a very tough time. A doctor, whom I don't remember - since I subscribed to the theory that if you've seen one person, you've seen them all - said, 'I think you need to be in one of these.' So he put me in one. I think it would be a bad idea for anyone who was claustrophobic to be in a cold pack, but for me it was the first time that I was ever able to look down into my mind, to get clear, to be clear. Once that happened to someone who had never had that, I think he would do anything on earth to get it again. That kind of stillness had a clarity, all of that yelling that went on all of the time inside me, wasnt there and I was at the end of it. You're not going anywhere. You are not going to hurt you or it or anything. That's all; that is it. You can fight and fight and fight. I knew that the ability to stop dead and look inside myself was what well people have. And I knew that that high feeling in the pack was coming from me, not a drug. I learned for the first time that there's a difference between inside and outside and that inside then became available to me. Once I saw that, once I learned that, I would do anything to promote it.' (McAfee 1989, pp. 520–521)


**ABSTRACT**

This paper documents the informed interest in psychoanalysis in the United States preceding the 1909 Clark Lectures. It traces the evolution of analytically-oriented treatment of psychosis, work which rarely used classical analytic techniques. Currently such work, while diminished, is supported by the International Society for the Psychological treatments of the Schizophrenias and other psychoses (ISPS).